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Preface
I had been working as a graphic designer for some time before I enrolled
in the graduate program at RIT. I was drawn to Hypermedia design the
moment it was introduced to me. I envisioned this as a leap forward in my
design career where I would be dealing with more complex design
problems mingled with bonus issues like information storage and retrieval,
human interface principles etc. The challenge for me would be to
successfully employ my design experience, which has been biased towards
printed media, to solve design problems on the computer screen. Thus my
earliest conception for the thesis project was simply something pertaining
to hypermedia or interactive media design.
Chapter I: The Proposal
Conception
My thesis idea of an electronic yellow pages phone book stemmed from
the current 'Talking Phone Book' information services provided by
telephone companies. These services provide a variety of information to
users via the telephone line. To access information, one only needs to dial
a master telephone number to get connected with the network, and then
enter a four digit access code representing the desired information. Users
will then hear a recording on the chosen topic. The "Talking Yellow
Pages" in Toronto, and "The Informer" in Rochester are two examples of
such information services.
To a certain extent, these talking phone book services could be described
as
"interactive" because the user assumes an active role in choosing what
information he or she wishes to obtain from among the many topics
available. Besides, the user can terminate the flow of information, that is
to stop the recording, any time simply by hanging up the phone. Certain
topics allow the user to replay information by entering a designated key.
Games topics support the greatest interactivity. Usually a question is asked
with a number of answers presented to the user, who would then enter a
number representing the desired answer. Sometimes for feedback, there
are different sound effects depending on the user's choice of answer.
However, none of these is comparable to the interactivity and user control
provided by the current hypermedia technology. Thus I intend to take this
talking phone book concept one step further, that is, to construct a true
interactive application which provides the same information services in an
audiovisual and more interesting manner. In fact, this thesis project of an
electronic, interactive yellow pages phone book is meant as a prototype
interpreting what future mass communication would look like.
Rationale
This research project is based on the rationale that communications in the
coming decade will take on a new form. Rapid technological
advancements in telecommunications, digital data compression, storage
and transmission, computer hardware and software developments and the
like... all of these herald the dawning of the "Electronic Information Age".
Soon information will become digital signals representing text and
pictures, which will be transmitted from one place to another in minutes
and seconds. Personal computers will soon heavily rely upon handling
communications through various systems and networks. By hitting a few
buttons on a TV remote control or a PC's monitor screen, a user will be
able to order a pizza, go through the weather report, do his grocery
shopping, send a fax to a distant friend, as well as access a vast variety of
other information like Dow Jones, movie reviews, or even Oriental
recipies. Technology will soon make the home an information center as
well. In this electronic information era, information is big business; it is in
fact, a major part of living.
Online Information Services
We are already having a taste of this electronic information age right now
with what is described as "Online Information Services" like Prodigy,
America Online, CompuServe, GEnie, etc. Anyone with a PC or
Macintosh and a modem can use these services. Usually a registered user
pays a monthly fee to obtain a personal access code to the service. Each
time a user dials up one of these service networks, he is charged by the
hour and will receive a bill at the end of each month. The service puts the
user in connection to a distant roomful of mainframe computers - and
thereby to a national network of other users. 1 A user could then elect to
obtain desired information from a rich resource of databases, or to
communicate with other users real-time.
In fact, these online information services are providing similar functions
as the talking phone book services. However, they also add a second
dimension to the model of communication in that one user could
communicate with one or several other users real-time through the
network, something which could not be done with the talking phone book
services. This "conferencing" ability is an important development; it is
what all of us would expect from a full-fledged communications system.
However, even these online information services at this moment, are not
yet perfect. This is not the fault of the concept, but the supporting
technologies that have not caught on fast enough. Since it will take a long
time for the existing twisted pair telephone wires to transmit full color
images, most of these online information services are text-based. Those
few which are more graphic-oriented work so slow that it is difficult to
navigate within the services. Other services are not very user-friendly in
that typed commands are relied upon for instructions input rather than
clickable buttons and icons. And because information in the database is
immense and extremely complex, it has to be carefully sorted out and
organized according to straight disciplines. Thus in some online services,
sometimes one has to go through a number of nested screens before one
could hunt down the information desired, provided that he or she knows
the right place to starting hunting from.
But we should not get discouraged with these. Online information services
are still in their infancy. Besides, the technology is getting close; it just
takes a little more time. Although for some services, a poorly designed
interface is to be blamed, for most though, the fundamental hindrance
which creates the above mentioned problems seems to come from the
traditional twisted pair wires, which have hastily been made to look aged
and incapable by recent demands. Perhaps this explains why the
telecommunications industry is looking towards ISDN as the ultimate
solution.
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
This is an international effort for a massive scheme to replace the existing
twisted pair telephone lines with fiberoptic cables which will then support
transmission of digital signals instead of analogue signals through the
telephone lines.
There are development plans for installing a global network of fiberoptic
cables in the ocean floor, connecting all the continents. Data revealed that
Trans-Atlantic fiberoptic cable was scheduled into service in early 1988;
trans-Pacific to Japan in late 1988; then most of the far Pacific, the
Mediterranean and the Carribbean by the end of the 80's. Countries that
are rapidly putting in fiberoptic cabling include Japan, China, India, most
ofEurope, South America and the U.S.2 So far it is only for major traffic
channels and not yet house-to-house. The final evolution of the telephone
network would be a complete end-to-end digital link between households
and offices. These fiberoptic cables will be capable of transmitting half a
gigabit per second of data to every house, ie. 500 million bits of
information.3 Working with matured image data compression
technologies, it will only take fractions of a second to transmit a color
picture. When this is realized, online information services will be able to
fully utilize hypermedia technologies to encompass color pictures, sound
and visual effects to the otherwise boring text-packed screens. Or perhaps
it will be the telephone companies who will then be in a more
advantageous position to provide such online information services
compared to private companies. This could be a descendent of the present
talking phone book services; similar to its ancestors in many ways, only
more intelligent, with a more interesting front end, and living inside the
computer. This is basically the rationale behind this thesis project - the
electronic, interactive phone book.
Establishing Design Objectives and Parameters
This thesis project is meant as a conceptual prototype of an electronic
yellow pages phone book which provides information services to the
general public. It attempts to investigate and interpret the model of
communication via the telephone lines in the future.
Specifically, the thesis project has three main objectives:
1. Investigate and interpret the front end interface of the future electronic
phone book;
2. Define an interactive model for information organization, storage and
retrieval for services offered by this phone book;
3. Explore other possibilities of information services that could be offered
by this future phone book.
To accomplish these goals, the thesis project will first research the
communication model of the current talking phone book services to find
out: how it functions; its strengths and pitfalls; the pattern of information
retrieval by user, the frustrations and wishes of user; the scope of
information services; and the organization of data etc. This will provide
the fundamental framework for building the electronic phone book
application.
The research will also study a few online information services. Almost all
of these information networks are using an interactive interface. They are
actually forerunners in the electronic information age. A study in the
interactive interface of these services is important in defining the future
model of communication.
Findings from the above studies will be used to interpret and construct the
actual electronic phone book. This will take a final form of an interactive
application which runs on aMacintosh computer, and built by one of the
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current hypermedia, authoring software. In this instance, SuperCard is
used because it supports color and provides a more powerful authoring
environment. The electronic phone book service will be a simulation of
how the future model of communications through the fiberoptic telephone
lines functions in the electronic information age.
Design Parameters
Several other parameters were set prior to the creative process.
1. The main objective of the electronic phone book prototype is to get
across the idea of a general, multi-purpose electronic information service
for a mass audience. The service aims not only to enable users to access
varied information, but also to help users obtain practical
accomplishments, that is, to fulfill certain errands through this service.
Considering the time frame for this thesis project, it is unrealistic to
attempt to build a complete version of an electronic phone book. If this
had been a real project, it would have easily taken years before a truly
functional application could be attained, due to the many indispensible,
careful planning, market research, and data compilation tasks even prior to
the creative part. Thus this thesis project only attempts to build several
services on the electronic phone book, just enough to give an impression
of what could be done in the interface and in the services of the electronic
phone book as a whole, as well as how everything would fit together in the
application.
2. The next important consideration is, of course, to define a user group.
The target audience of the electronic phone book service will be the
general public, people from all walks of life. However, the project is
making an assumption that users then would mostly be computer literates
in the very basic sense. They should at least know how to use a mouse,
how to click, doubleclick, or click and hold down the mouse. That will be
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about all the operations which are required from users for using this
electronic phone book service.
3. Another consideration is technical details. As a designer, this project is
more of a design problem to me rather than technical research. Thus I
should focus my efforts and attention on the front end interface, the
concepts, instead of the technical programming part of the application.
Thus in a lot of instances, the functionalities will only be simulations
instead of actually functioning computer programs.
4. A good interface design should be forgiving ofusers'mistakes. Thus in
the design process, I will also focus on both preventive and remedial
measures to correct for possible mistakes users may make. These safety
measures offer several advantages :-
- prevent system defects aroused by user mistakes
- ensure smooth operation of application
- prevent users from getting lost in the system
One effective method of implementing these safety measures is to fire up
warning messages once a possible faulty action is detected. Sometimes I
prefer to call these
"reminders" instead ofwarning messages because the
tones used in these messages should not be intimidating such that users
feel vulnerable. The messages should only inform the user of what effect
the contemplated action will have prior to its execution; there should be
enough time to cancel the plan.4 When successfully employed, these
safety measures will not only help to put the user back on the right track,
but will also provide a user-friendly environment which encourages
exploration.
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Identifying the Design Problems
One of the major design problems involved in this thesis project is the
application's interface design. Electronic information services is a
relatively new communication model. There is not yet a well-formed
interface structure or user behaviour pattern to refer to. Although the
current online services like American Online, Prodigy, etc., could provide
some hints in this respect, these services are in their infancy such that
some have a decent interface while others do not. The different user
groups these services are targeted for also accounts for the difference in
their interface design.
A huge user group poses another design problem. The target users of the
electronic phone book is the general public, people from all walks of life
with varied computer experience in interactive media. The design solution
has to be simple and straightforward enough so that an average housewife
should not have difficulty doing her electronic grocery shopping, but at the
same time, complex, interesting, and informative enough such that it is
engaging also to an experienced computer user.
Being a phone book in its essence, the project is born with a vast variety of
information and a huge database. The management, sorting, organization,
as well as presentation of this mass volume of information certainly poses
another design problem.
Application of the Thesis Project
As mentioned earlier, this thesis project is meant to be a prototype
simulating one form of telecommunications in the electronic information
age. It is hoped that the findings of this project could be applied towards
the actual development of such an information service.
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Chapter II: The Project
The Birth ofHomeLink
After the thesis proposal was accepted, I started to generate ideas on
possible feature services which the electronic phone book could provide to
users. The more I thought about the different services, the more I felt the
necessity to create a trademark or trade name for this electronic phone
book service as a whole. After several brainstorming sessions, I finally
decided on using "HomeLink". I feel it best describes what the electronic
information service is doing in essence, that is, to link the home to a world
of information resources; to make the home an information center as well.
Besides, "HomeLink" plays down the idea of high-tech, electronics,
computers and the like, but reinforces a familar, relaxed environment (the
home) which helps in creating a friendly perspective to the electronic
phone book service.
Next I tried to consolidate some ideas on possible feature services
HomeLink could offer. Below are some interesting possibilities that were
thought of at earliest stages, some of which were later developed into
feature services in HomeLink.
1. A personal address and phone manager, plus an area code and zip code
finder;
2. Amedical network with which a user can search for a physician and
book an appointment;
3. An electronic grocery shopping service;
4. An electronic bulletin board where user creates and post messages;
5. A TV listings and VCR control facility
6. Other possibilities:
7 days weather review and forecast
Movie reviews
All about Horoscopes
Music Top Ten Countdown
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Community events calendar
An interactive children story book
I finally decided on implementing three feature services in HomeLink,
which later developed into MediLink, ShopnLink, and TeleLink. The idea
of using the word
"Link" in the names of the feature services is not
mandatory. IfHomeLink is for real, it would have easily contained over
thirty different services, and it would become quite difficult to come up
with different "Link" names for all services. But for the thesis project,
having the word "Link" in the names of all three services gives a nice
unity to the overall identity ofHomeLink.
The Design Process
All the three feature services underwent similar development stages before
they evolved into their final design.
1. Storyboard
First, a storyboard/flow chart was created outlining the possible actions a
user using this service would like to perform. The navigation paths to
retrieve information are determined, with options and results plotted. In
hypermedia terminology, this storyboard is where the various nodes and
links are schemed out. The same time as I was plotting out the paths, I was
also roughly visualizing the graphic layout, special effects, and feedback
to user.
2. AHyperCard Test Stack
MediLink is the first service I decided to build. I began by building a test
stack in HyperCard. Following the storyboard, I created cards and
buttons, as well as navigation paths. Constructing a test stack first not only
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allowed me to test the scripting for certain tasks, but also translated
sketches into a tangible application where concepts were rectified.
3. The SuperCard Project
Then I proceed to buildMediLink using SuperCard. More attention was
now focused on visual metaphors, graphics and overall layout I continued
to polish nodes and links until a functional front end and infrastructure
was achieved. I also spent a lot of time in getting the scripts to carry out
the desired tasks.
4. Final Touch-ups
Both visual data and text data were entered into the database. Visual and
sound effects were also added, and the overall graphics polished.
The Project
HomeLink is actually made up of five SuperCard projects. They are:
HomeLink (Main Menu), MediLink, ShopnLink, TeleLink, TeleLinkl
(figure 1). The HomeLink project acts as a central link between MediLink,
ShopnLink, and TeleLink. (TeleLinkl is linked only to TeleLink and could
not be accessed from the HomeLink project.) It is similar to the Home
stack in HyperCard where user can take off to other stacks.
HomeLink launches with the main menu in the HomeLink project as the
first screen to greet the user. The screen design uses a visual metaphor of
the silhouette of a house with three feature service buttons making up the
window pane (figure 2). When any of these buttons are clicked on, a
"LOG ON" button will be highlighted to invite user action. User can also
use the forward and backward arrows to go to other pages of services.
There is also a "QUIT
HOMELINK" button which supposedly would
16
figure 1, figure 2
MediLink
HomeLink
ShopnLink TeleLink
TeleLinkl
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disconnect user from HomeLink and hang up the modem or phone. In this
instance, clicking this quit button will close user out of SuperCard.
Before moving on to the individual feature service in HomeLink, I'd like
to describe a few general rules used in the interface design of this thesis
project.
Two-touch-Task Interface
Amajority of tasks in HomeLink require two steps to accomplish. User
first selects an option (usually a subject) from within a number of choices,
and then clicks an action button to trigger execution of task on selected
option. Whenever a choice or selection is made (that is, the first part of the
task is completed), the appropriate action button(s) will always be
highlighted to hint user of the next step to complete the task. User has
ample time to change his mind about his selected option. He could always
click on another choice before clicking on the action button to execute the
task. By splitting a task into two parts, it becomes less intimidating for
user to perform an action within the application. User does not have to
worry about undesirable consequences when suddenly he wishes to
change his mind. As long as the action button is not clicked on, he always
has the right and freedom to make another selection. User is the one who
is in control of the application, and I believe this would help to make the
environment more friendly to explore.
However, there are also instances when only a single click is required to
execute a task. This is usually the case when a simple , straightforward
choice of subject matter or navigation route has to be decided upon.
Considering the extreme variety in computer experience in perspective
users ofHomeLink, I have decided to abandon the Mac standard of
doubleclicking to select an option. The interface in HomeLink
acknowledges a single click as "user has made a selection", and hence
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responses with appropriate action. This makes the application easier to get
accustomed to, especially for a novice who may not feel comfortable with
doubleclicking as yet. For experiencedMac users, I don't think that
singleclick or doubleclick to select wouldmake a big difference for them.
Even though a usermight have doubleclicked on a button where he is not
required to, there will not be any detrimental consequences at all; the same
function triggered by a mouse click will always be performed.
Doubleclick to Delete
Doubleclick is considered a special user action in HomeLink. It is used
only in a few instances to cancel out or delete a previously completed task.
Once the deletion is confirmed, it could not be reverted and information is
cleaned out. Thus there is always a warning message to inform user of the
consequence whenever a doubleclick is detected, and there is always a
chance to cancel the doubleclick.
Specialization, Simplicity, and Visibility
HomeLink is actually quite a simple application; it has to be, or else it
would defeat its purpose of serving the general public to complete simple
tasks and errands. The key word is specialization - to specialize something
for its purpose. HomeLink does not offer its user to look at the weather
forecast when he is doing his grocery shopping. He has to finish his
shopping first before he could log on to another service, say the
"WeatherLink". By specializing, each service can do its intended job better
and more efficiently.5 Putting all these small but efficient jobs together,
HomeLink is a powerful resource.
Simplicity has a lot to do with specialization. In HomeLink, even within
an individual service, user is given only a few navigation choices. The
main menu of these services is never crowded with dozens of options. As
long as the intended task could be completed, user usually does not care
about how many options he has to get the job done. Too many options
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would only complicate the issue. Besides, it would clutter up the screen
design. Thus in the three services I have implemented in HomeLink, they
all share a simple, straightforward, but effective structure.
These simple structures are achieved through a hierarchical organization
of information into different levels. User is presented with a few main
options at each level, and with each decision he makes, the application is
narrowing down the information until a specific result is obtained. This
procedural retrieval of information keeps the options and tasks at all levels
to be simple and direct. In fact, so simple that instructions to use the
service could simply be put on every screen to guide users along. This has
an added merit that the application has nothing to hide from users. They
clearly see the allowable actions and the instructions to execute them. This
also explains why an online help function is unjustified in HomeLink
when everything is visible and straightforward.
Use ofHighlights and Sounds for Feedback
Almost all buttons in HomeLink have auto-highlighting functions to
respond to user actions. For tasks discussed earlier that require two steps
to complete, the selected option remains highlighted until the action button
is clicked to execute the task. Highlighting is also used when user has to
select from a long list of subject choices. Following movement of the
mouse, lines of text will be highlighted one at a time at the location of the
mouse. This would create a more intimate relationship between user and
the application. Sometimes sound effects are also used along with
highlighting to reinforce feedback to user. They are also a good source to
create interest in HomeLink.
Text-based Buttons
The majority of buttons in the HomeLink services are text-based. This
minimizes fuzziness to its real function which an iconographic button
would sometimes create. But I have also used graphic buttons in several
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instances in HomeLink, especially in ShopnLink, which I feel is important
to create a visually exciting graphic layout to complement the shopping
experience. To avoidmis-interpretations however, I used text along with
graphic icons to specify their respective functions. In this case, text and
icon complements each other: text explains specifically what the icon
represents, and the graphic icon adds visual interest to the otherwise
boring line of text.
MediLink
MediLink is both a data bank of physician information as well as a
communication tool between user and a selected physician. The concept
works like this:
Physicians of varied specialties register with MediLink to form an
electronic network. The personal computers in physicians'clinics are end
terminals and are reached by the central terminal ofMediLink. Users or
patients can then connect to
physicians'
terminals through MediLink,
access appointment diaries, and make self-made appointments. This
service is invaluable in that appointments could be made around the clock.
Besides, there is not the frustrations that the receptionist is away and there
is no one to answer the phone, or that patient is put on hold for five
minutes when receptionist checks out physician's appointment diary. In
MediLink, the patient is the one who is in control; he is the one who is
looking through the doctor's diary with all the available and unavailable
options in front of him. He is in charge ofwhen the appointment should be
made.
As a data bank of physician information, MediLink offers users three
methods to assist them in searching for a desired physician. User can
search for a physician by his or her last name, specialty, and location of
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clinic. The first method, "Search By Name", is useful when user wants to
check if an aquainted physician is registered in MediLink. The second
method, "Search By Specialty", will provide user with a list of all the
different medical specialties. User then selects a desired specialty and will
obtain another list which has all the names of the physicians under that
specialty. Selecting any of these names will bring up a data card of the
physician with information on his or her specialty, clinic location,
telephone number, and consultation hours. User could then choose to
connect to physician's terminal and book an appointment, or pursue to
search for another physician. The third option, "Search By Location",
works in a similar manner, except that this time, physicians are organized
according to the physical location of clinics.
For experienced users ofMediLink who don't really have to search for a
physician, a fourth option, "Connect to Doctor's
Terminal," is available for
the user to directly enter a desired physician's name and connect with his
or her clinic terminal right away (figure 3).
Once connected with selected physician's terminal, user can perform the
following tasks:
1. Look at a location map of doctor's clinic
2. Make/Change/Cancel an appointment
3. Leave a message to doctor
Whether it is to make an appointment, change an appointment time, or
cancel an appointment, user has to first enter his or her name as an
identifier. The application will then bring up doctor's appointment diary
(figure 4). User could click to go to a desired date and click on a desired
time to make an appointment.When a time is selected, the "Confirm
Appointment" button will be highlighted, prompting user to confirm the
appointment. Once this is clicked, the appointment is booked and the
application will bring user back to the main menu of doctor's terminal.
22
figure 3, figure 4
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One point worth discussing is the appointment set-up of different
physicians. For example, family physicians may spend up to thirty hours a
week for consultation while surgeons may only allocate ten hours and
spend the rest of the time in operation rooms. In short, each physician has
his own diary. In this respect, physicians could actually customize their
appointment diaries to accommodate their own needs. One physician may
set up his appointment for one month ahead while another may set it up
for three months ahead. Similarily, the time intervals for each consultation
session can also be adjusted. This is possible with MediLink because it is
composed of two quite independent components: the data bank that holds
all
physicians'information, and individual physician's end terminals. Since
the appointment diaries exist on individual physician's terminals,
conceptually they are independent enough to be customized by each
physician as they see fit. Even the screen design could be different one
from the other.
One method of achieving this could be that MediLink supplies each
physician with software to put on his or her terminal(s). This software
provides all the basic functions and a framework for information input.
Physicians could then input their requirements and customize the software
to suit their own needs. This ability would add tremendous flexibility to
MediLink as a comprehensive resource and yet expandable and versatile
in its application.
The function of letting users access
physicians'diaries and make
appointments on their own offers invaluable convenience to users.
However, this may demand more sophisticated safety measures on behalf
ofMediLink to avoid misusages or careless mistakes of users which might
jeopardize proper functioning of the system. In MediLink, some of the
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safety measures that I have implemented in this prototype are described as
follows:
User cannot click on time (an indication that he wants an appointment)
and select to quit the diary section without clicking on the "Confirm
Appointment" button to confirm his appointment. He either has to delete
his name from the diary or confirm his appointment.
When user has selected either "Change Appointment Time" or "Cancel
Appointment"
to get to the diary section (system has found his
appointment information at this point and has replaced the word "booked"
with user's name), he could not just leave the diary without doing what
should be done. He would be informed that he should either cancel the old
appointment time or reconfirm his appointment.
When user clicks on a time which has already been booked, he will be
prompted that the selected time is not available and that he should select
another time.
The "Confirm Appointment" button will only function when a time has
been selected. If nothing is selected and it is being clicked on, it will
prompt user that he will need to select a time for an appointment first.
The "Confirm
Appointment" button will not show up if user has selected
"Cancel
Appointment"
to get to the diary section less redundant button,
less possible trouble.
Yet another safety measure that I have implemented in this prototype is to
protect the privacy of patients such that appointment information of
individual patient is kept confidential. This is achieved by replacing user's
name with the word
"booked"
once an appointment is confirmed. When
another user logs on and opens up the same page of the diary, all he sees is
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the word
"booked"
appearing next to the time blocks which have been
previously booked by other patients. I think this measure makes a lot of
sense, and gives MediLink the edge to become a real and usable public
communication tool.
ShopnLink
ShopnLink is an electronic grocery store in essence. It allows the user to
buy groceries according to a shopping list, or simply to browse through
products that it carries. Shoppers click on buttons to purchase products and
pay by credit cards electronically.
The idea of doing shopping electronically has been around for some time.
Most online services at present are providing electronic shopping of some
sort. Usually the system works like this: a variety of stores including
department stores, hardware stores, boutiques, grocery stores, bookstores,
etc., register with an online service and become "participating stores".
User would choose from a list of participating stores and logs on to only
one store at a time to do his or her shopping. When shopping is done, the
store will be responsible for billing and delivery of goods. The electronic
shopping section of the online service is only a menu of categories and
store names; its function is to act as a central link between user and
participating stores. In ShopnLink, I have neglected these structural
details. In this prototype, there is only one store which sells groceries.
However, I believe the same model and interface could be adopted to sell
all other types of products. And perhaps, there is no need for ShopnLink to
have participating stores. ShopnLink could be one big retail outlet where
manufacturers or wholesalers or even retailers list their products for sale.
In fact, there are really a lot of possibilities of how electronic shopping
could evolve.
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Coming back in focus, ShopnLink attempts to take the present form of
electronic shopping one step further, and proposes a shopping model that
takes full advantage of the forthcoming technology. In ShopnLink, there
are sound effects, even a small piece of light-hearted music; there is
animation, visual effects, andmost important of all, there are full color
product shots. As a shopper, to be able to see what you are buying is very
important. I have worked on a short shopping session in Prodigy, a popular
online service. Prodigy is considered as having a graphic interface
compared to other online services which are more text-oriented. I started
by picking a department store, Sears, and then specifying "Men's Wear",
"Casual", "Jeans", the brand name etc. along the way until I finally came
to a list of styles for the specified straight leg jeans. I picked one of the
styles and was given another list describing the
jeans' features, all in text,
as well as a product catalogue page number. What I was supposed to do
then was to refer to the product catalogue which Sears gives out regularly
to use along with this shopping service. This cross referencing is not too
bad unless you have several more items to shop, and if there are items that
you've spotted in the catalogue but there are not enough directions to help
you find the product online to purchase it It would definitely be much
more convenient if the descriptions and the product shot could appear on
the computer side by side, and that the catalogue could be put away for
good. This is limited by the transmission capacity of the present telephone
lines right now. But technology is going to break through this barrier with
fiberoptic telephone lines. ShopnLink is designed with this technology in
mind. It has encompassed a variety ofmedia and offers full interaction in
its interface.
Besides, in anticipation of the electronic age, ShopnLink proposed a
"Bonous Point
Account"
system in grocery shopping to replace the present
shopping model of using store or manufacturer coupons. Shopping
electronically at home physically subverts the use of coupons in
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transaction. But this doesn't mean that we have to give up discount and
sale systems altogether. Afterall, discounts and sales are excellent
incentives to purchase. Besides, all shoppers like to feel that they have
made good bargains. This is part of the fun in shopping. When shoppers
go into a supermarket where all goods are marked "regular price", they
have no incentive to shop. Shoppers like to look at sale signs; they actually
look for them most of the time. This habit has grown on us for so long that
I don't believe an electronic shopping system should change it. Instead, it
should conform and build upon established modes so as to gain general
acknowledgement, or else people would simply not use it.
The Bonus Point System in ShopnLink is virtually the accustomed coupon
shopping system dressed in another costume suitable for an electronic
stage. Every registered household will have an electronic bonus point
account in ShopnLink. Every time a user logs on, he has to enter his
household indentifier, and the system will present him with the current
bonus point balance in his account. When shopping, with a certain amount
of bonus points, he may get a sale product cheaper. There are also bonus
products which when purchased, will cause user to earn a certain amount
of bonus points. The earned bonus points in one shopping session cannot
be used instantly but will be added to user's account for use in the next
purchase. This simple system preserves the fun in shopping with sale
items for shoppers. On the other hand, store owners and manufacturers can
also use this to regulate or manipulate stocks or promote sale of certain
products.
The structure of ShopnLink is actually quite simple. After logging on, the
user is given three options to view a grocery item (figure 5). First, he or
she could choose to look at all the special sale items of the week. The
second option allows the user to type up a shopping list. ShopnLink will
then search its inventory according to the input list, and compile a "virtual
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figure 5
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consisting of all items and varieties that are on the shopping list for user to
browse through. What user sees on the computer are a group of data cards,
one on each product, with full details on brand, quantity, style, price, etc.,
and of course, a color product shot (figure 6). Whenever user encounters a
sale product, the data card opens up with a
"gong" kind of sound effect
and a flashing star burst to draw user's attention (figure 7). This is one
usage of "intermittent reinforcement" which would encourage incentive
purchase.
A third route which ShopnLink supports to get shoppers to these product
data cards is by browsing. All products in ShopnLink are organized into
alphabetical categories as in many grocery stores. By building its interface
upon known models, it is easier for shoppers to get acquainted with the
application. For example, to view available coffee varieties in ShopnLink,
shopper would click on the letter "C" button (figure 8), which brings
shopper to a product list containing all products that starts with the letter
"C" (figure 9). Coffee is certainly on the list. When user clicks on the word
"Coffee", ShopnLink compiles a stack of data cards of all coffee varieties
from the data base for user to browse through.
To purchase a product, user simply clicks on the
"PURCHASE" button
which appears on every product data card. Once clicked on, a list will be
scrolled up on the far right hand side and the selected item will be put on
this list (figure 10). Hiding this list from the beginning and showing it only
after the first purchase is made helps the list to speak for itself, that is to
say, "this is a list containing the pruchased
items." The appearance of the
list is also a feedback to user's purchase action, who could now better
relate to the design model of the application.
The
"PURCHASE" button plays an important role in ShopnLink. It
identifies the selected item: whether it is a sale item, bonus item, or
regular-priced item, and causes the appropriate actions to be taken. There
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are counters on the top right-hand side of the screen, above the purchased
items list, to keep track of: (1) current balance in bonus point account; (2)
earned bonus points in current session; (3) number of purchased items; (4)
total bill (figure 11).
ShopnLink also makes it costless should shopper change his mind about a
purchased item. The purchased item list is actually similar to the shopping
cart one would use in a real life supermarket. It is a temporary container
holding the shopper's selected items. As long as the shopping cart has not
been rolled to a cashier check-out booth, (in ShopnLink, this would be
equivalent to clicking the "DONE
SHOPPING" button), shopper still has
the right to take an item out from the shopping cart This is accomplished
in ShopnLink by first clicking to select the item to be deleted from the
purchased items list, in which case, the " Cancel Item" button will be
highlighted. When the latter is clicked on, user is given one last chance to
change his mind about deleting the item from the purchased items list
(figure 12). This last prompt is necessary because the deletion cannot be
reverted. When confirmed, the selected item will be taken out from the
list, and the total bill counter, bonus points counter, etc., will all be
adjusted accordingly.
In this prototype of ShopnLink, I have implemented credit cards as the
only payment method. Shopper can choose from several types of credit
cards and then enter his name and expiration date of the card. Further
developments could easily have ShopnLink hooked up with an electronic
banking service in HomeLink so that shopper's account could be debited
instantly. Anothermethod could be to bill customer monthly. With this
method, participating stores in ShopnLink could introduce other
promotion programs like ifmonthly bill reaches a certain amount,
customer could have certain rewards etc., so as to further induce purchase.
The exciting thing about ShopnLink, and HomeLink as a whole, is that
there are so many possibilities for further development that it seems the
only boundary is our own imagination.
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TeleLink
I prefer to call TeleLink the "Home EntertainmentManager" because I
believe it has potentials beyond merely being an electronic TV guide.
In this prototype, TeleLink assumes two major responsibilities:
(1) to provide users with a comprehensive TV listing of the week;
(2) to program user's VCR to record selected programs.
TV listings are an almost indispensible service in the electronic
information age. Actually I was quite amazed that none of the current
online information services offer this information. The concept of
TeleLink is pretty much the same as a printed TV guide; it offers
comprehensive information on program schedules for all broadcast and
cable TV channels for one week. But TeleLink offers more useful and
powerful functions in regard to searching a particular program. One
cannot tell a TV guide book to flip to the page of day when
"Dallas" is on.
But one can interact with TeleLink and have the application search or
suggest particular programs, thanks to interactive hypermedia technology.
TeleLink allows the user to browse for TV listings by two methods: (1)
through program charts that plot programs on each channel against the
time when they are aired; (2) through specifying to TeleLink a search with
the following options: by category, by channel, and by time (figure 13).
Browse by Program Charts
This facility organizes programs into a chart, similar to those in printed
TV guides. Program charts are useful because user can compare programs
on all channels at one time. In a full-fledged version ofTeleLink, there
could be a program chart each for the morning programs, afternoon
programs, evening programs, and late night programs. In this prototype, I
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have implemented the evening programs chart on all the Broadcast
channels for one day. There are separate program charts for Cable TV
channels and Premium channels.
A handy function that I have installed in this prototype is a "Highlight
all..."button. This facility will cause programs of the same category, for
example all movies, or all comedies, to be highlighted so that it is easier
for user to search for a particular kind of program (figure 14).
By first selecting any listed program on the chart and then clicking the
"More Information" button, a data card containing detail information on
the selected program will show up (figure 15). There is information on
show date, show time, channels, program duration, and storyline or other
additional information about the program. There is also a color photograph
of a scene taken from the program.
Browse by either Category, Channel, or Time
This facility is actually a comprehensive search function. User can
instruct TeleLink to search the database and compile a list of all the
programs under a special category, for example, movies, news, soaps, etc.
Then clicking on any program on the compiled list will bring user to the
selected program's data card mentioned above.
To browse by channel or by time basically works alike. User first selects a
channel or a start time, and then selects a day of the week to get a list of
all programs that are on the selected channel, or that start on the selected
time (figure 16). Again, clicking on any program on this list will bring up
the data card of the selected program. This sums up how information on a
particular program is retrieved in TeleLink.
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Setting VCR to record a program
We all know the potential headache of setting the VCR. Either the user
manual is not clear enough or we are not smart enough. It seems that a lot
of people do feel that pre-programming the VCR to record a program is
some kind of a project. We have to enter all details like date, month, year,
start time, stop time, channel etc. for each individual record, and then
sometimes for some unknown reasons, the VCR does not respond the way
the manual describes. We all feel that something ought to be done about
this so that the process could somewhat be automated.
I personally believe that technology would soon liberate us from the
hazzles of setting the VCR to record a program. There must be ways of
automating this pre-programming procedure. But I cannot pretend that I
know the technical details. What I could imagine right now is some kind
of an interface box (similar to those the cable TV folks installed next to
your TV set), which would take instructions from a source and program
the VCR accordingly. The source in this case could be a personal
computer, or rather, a network like TeleLink. This is the concept behind
the second mission of TeleLink to set the VCR to record selected
programs.
No matter technically how complicated this would be, user is not
interested in knowing. Thus in the interface of TeleLink, the
pre-programming part is invisible. All user needs to do when he wants to
record a program is to click on the "Record Program" button. TeleLink
will extract all relevant details concerning the selected program, and put
these into a "VCR
Records" list temporarily (figure 17). Only when user
quits TeleLink would the application then send out all the recording data
to the interface box imagined above, which would then set the VCR
accordingly. Pre-programming the VCR has never been so sweat-free on
behalf of user. In the "VCR
Records" file, user is given a last chance
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figure 17
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should he change his mind and decide to cancel a programmed record. As
long as user is still logged on to TeleLink, he could doubleclick on the
record number to delete a setting.
TeleLink would make a good, functional, information service. I have even
produced a simple animation sequence to serve as an introductory teaser
when user first logs on to TeleLink. This emphasizes the entertainment
nature of the application and helps set the mood of the user. The major
purpose for this however, remains to create interest.
Interest is an important consideration in all feature services in HomeLink.
This is achieved by a number of factors. To begin with, interaction
between user and the computer application is a major source of interest.
Nobody likes to communicate with something that cannot talk back, or
that has no response. When sound or visual effects are used as response to
user actions, interest is increased. Handsome graphics, animation, color
photographic shots etc., all help to create further interest. But then, these
have to strike a careful balance or else interest might turn into irritation.
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Chapter III: Conclusion
The Outlook - Evaluation and Projection
The first prototype ofHomeLink is completed. But there is always room
for improvements. IfHomeLink is ever to be considered to develop into a
real project, I hope the discussions covered in this section will be useful in
some way. Some of the following are ideas that haven't been implemented
in this prototype ofHomeLink due to a limited time schedule.
To begin with, I think HomeLink should have a short title sequence (with
animation and sound effects) when user first logs on. Besides creating
interest, I think this will heighten the awareness of being in a new
environment on behalf of the user, and thus establish a unique indentity of
HomeLink in return.
After this title sequence, it would be nice if there is a preview or highlight
of some sort, which lists out special issues of interest or concern covered
in HomeLink, and where to look for them. For example, this could be a
news highlight, with directions on which feature service will offer more
related information; or this could be a highlight on special sales in
ShopnLink; or this could be a promotion for a new feature service in
HomeLink; or this could be informng users ofwhere to look for
information on a popular concern like lawn care... etc. In time, this
function will help user to get familiar with where to look for specific
information in HomeLink.
In this prototype, the screen design for the HomeLink project utilizes a
visual metaphor of the silhouette of a house with three feature service
buttons making up the window pane. In a full-fledged version of
HomeLink, more feature services should be incorporated into one screen
or else usermay have to flip through quite a number of screens before he
could find the button for the service he wishes to log on to.
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One possible solution to this is to have a utility function in HomeLink
which allows users to choose between iconographic buttons or names of
the feature services in plain text for screen display. This would be similar
to the function in the finder level on a Macintosh computer which allows
user to view files by name, by icon, by small icon, by size.. .etc. With this
facility, both power users who opt for efficiency and others who prefer
leisure visual experiences would be content.
In fact, a powerful "Find" function is what I would most like to see
implemented in HomeLink and in all the feature services. In the
HomeLink project, user only needs to enter die name of a feature service,
and the system would automatically jump to the screen that contains the
iconographic button for the service, ready for user to log on. In
ShopnLink, for instance, user enters the name of the type of product he is
loooking for, and the system automatically jumps to the data card of the
first variety of the specified product. Or when user enters a brand name,
the system would find all products that carry the specified brand so that it
is easier for user to search for a favorite product The same should work
for TeleLink. In the find function, when user searches for a program which
is aired more than once in a week, for instance, soaps, the system should
be able to find and collect all the data cards of this program in the week,
so that user can browse through the storyline development all at once.
These find functions would definitely make HomeLink more user-friendly
and powerful at the same time.
Another feature that I think is a good implementation is to have an
"Information" button on all the feature service menus in the HomeLink
project. User can click once to select a service first, and then click this
information button to obtain a brief description on the functions as well as
the kind of information the selected service provides. Of course this
facility should have been covered by documents like a user manual that
comes along when user first registers to use the service ofHomeLink, but
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it is still handy if user could check out what service does what online,
without actually logging on to a service only to find out it does not do
what he expects. Besides, this online facility provides another option to
users who are never fond ofmanuals to learn about the service.
IfHomeLink is to be developed into a real project, another point worth
discussing is a personal identifier code. In most instances, user name alone
is insufficient to be an unique identifier. For example, in MediLink, it
should require something more than patient's name to retrieve appointment
information on the specified patient, or else it would be too easy for
anyone else to access this information. The same is true for ShopnLink. It
is not too unusual for two households to have the same last name. A
unique access code is necessary to ensure correct match of information.
One thing I would not like to see happen though, is that user has a
different access code to each feature service. This would really be a
nightmare to have to key in all those letters and digits, that usually don't
make any sense at all, every time one wants to log on to a different
service.
What I hope technology to be able to accomplish though, is to do away
with the idea of a unique identifier code altogether, and at the same time,
able to recognize every user as a unique entry. Perhaps the telephone line
holds the answer to this problem. IfHomeLink could somehow back track
through which telephone line user logs on, maybe this could be used as the
private, unique access code to services in HomeLink. This is a possibility
that has yet to be explored by telecommunications experts.
As for individual services in HomeLink, what would be handy is to be
able to access other services directly from within one service. In this
prototype ofHomeLink, this is impossible to achieve. Every time user
quits out of a feature service, he is brought back to the main menu in the
HomeLink project. From there he could select another service to log on to.
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This may seem a nuisance at times. It would make a nice facility when
everytime a user indicates to quit a service, he is given the choice between
logging on to another service of his choice, or to go back to the HomeLink
main menu. This is one of the considerations to facilitate efficient
navigation within HomeLink.
Another useful facility would be a "PRINT" function within the feature
services. For example, in ShopnLink, it would be nice if user can print out
a list of his purchased grocery items. He could compare this list to his
shopping list (if there is one), and find out which items he did not get from
HomeLink. Or he could keep this hard copy as a record. In MediLink, it
would also be helpful if user can print out his appointment information as
a reminder, and also the physician's address and telephone number for
reference. In general, I believe this
"PRINT" function will define its
usefulness in one way or another in most of the services in HomeLink.
As I was developing ShopnLink and TeleLink, I couldn't help imaging
how exciting, interesting, and powerful these services will become if some
expert systems could be developed and incorporated into these services.
Imagine when you first log on to ShopnLink, the computer greets you by
your name, and then informs you that your favorite Folgers Coffee is on
sale this week. Or after saying hello, the computer compiles a shopping
list on its own for you to approve or edit, and on the list, are all those
grocery items that you buy almost every week. You don't have to search
for these items yourself every week; you don't even have to type up a
shopping list at all!
Try also to imagine yourself as a professor in history. One evening you
log on to TeleLink, the system informs you that a good documentary
movie on the Civil War is airing the next evening. It has checked your
electronic diary and found that you will be having an appointment then. So
it has programmed your VCR to record this program for you... all these
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may be castles in the air for now, but may also be reality in a few
decades'
time. Technology is advancing at such a pace that it becomes almost
"dangerous"
to say that something could not be achieved. Because the
moment this is said, somewhere around the corner, it might have just been
realized. So what do we do? Simply keep our imaginations alive. And I
look forward to the day when HomeLink would greet me on my personal
computer.
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Appendix A - Scripts
MediLink
1. Script for card field where patient enters his/her name in order to
make an appointment:
on EnterlnField
lock screen
global Path, PName
put 1 into Path
put line 1 ofme into PName
delete line 1 ofme
if the visible of grc "Infojcon" is true then hide grc "Infojcon"
go cd "4 2691"
unlock screen with visual effectwipe right slow
end enterlnField
2. Script for card field where patient enters his/her name inorder to
check a previously made appointment time:
on EnterlnField
lock screen
global PName
put line 1 ofme into PName
delete line 1 ofme
find whole PName in fid "PName List"
if the result is not empty then
unlock screen
answer "Sorry, couldn't locate
appointment."
select before line 1 ofme
else
set the cursor to watch
put word 2 of the foundLine into LineNum
put line LineNum of fid "PName
List"
of cd
"PContainer" into PName
get item 1 of line LineNum of fid "Appoint
List"
of cd
"PContainer"
convert it to short date
put it into AppointDate
get item 2 of line LineNum of fid "Appoint
List"
of cd
"PContainer"
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convert it to short time
put it into AppointTime
go cd ID 155
put PName into cd fid "TheName"
put AppointDate into cd fid "TheDate"
put AppointTime into cd fid "TheTime"
unlock screen with visual effect iris open
go this cd
endif
end enterlnField
3. Script for card field where patient enters his/her name inorder to
change an appointment or cancel an appointment:
on EnterlnField
lock screen
global PName
put line 1 ofme into PName
delete line 1 ofme
find whole PName in fid "PName List"
if the result is not empty then
unlock screen
answer "Sorry, couldn't locate appointment."
select before line 1 ofme
else
put word 2 of the foundLine into LineNum
put line LineNum of fid "PName List" of cd "PContainer" into PName
put item 1 of line LineNum of fid "Appoint List" of cd "PContainer" into
CdName
put line LineNum of fid "Appoint
List"
of cd
"PContainer" into FieldName
go cd CdName
put PName into cd fid FieldName
global SelectedTime
put FieldName into SelectedTime
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global Path
ifPath = 1 then
hide grc "Cover"
unlock screen with visual effect iris open
go this cd
endif
ifPath = 2 then
show grc
"ChangeMessage"
show grc
"ChangeOK"
hide grc "Cover"
unlock screen with visual effect iris open
go this cd
endif
ifPath = 3then
show grc
"CancelMessage"
show grc
"CancelOK"
show grc
"Cover"
unlock screen with visual effect iris open
go this cd
endif
endif
end enterlnField
4. Script for time "boxes" where patient clicks once to select
appointment time, and doubleclicks to cancel appointment (these are
actually invisible clicklist fields):
on clicklist
global SelectedTime
put the short name ofme into SelectedTime
get line 1 of cd fid SelectedTime
if it = "Booked" then
answer "Sorry, the selected time has been
booked."
exit clickList
else
global PName
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put PName into cd fid SelectedTime
set the fillfore of bkgnd grc "Confirmation" to 12
endif
end clicklist
on doubleClickList
set the cursor to watch
Lock screen
push card
global PName
find whole PName in fid "PName List"
if the result is not empty then
pop card
unlock screen
get the short name ofme
put empty into cd fid it
set the fillfore of bkgnd grc "Confirmation" to 157
else
global Deletion
put word 2 of the foundLine into LineNum
delete line LineNum of fid "PName List" of cd "PContainer"
delete line LineNum of fid "Appoint List" of cd "PContainer"
put
"True" into Deletion
pop card
unlock screen
get the short name ofme
put empty into cd fid it
set the fillfore of bkgnd grc "Confirmation" to 157
answer "Your appointment has been cancelled."
global Path
ifPath = 2 then
answer "Make anotherappointment?"with "No" or "Yes"
if it is "Yes" then answer "Please select a time and click "Confirm
Appointment"
if it is "No" then
visual effect iris close
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go cd
"Terminal"
endif
endif
ifPath = 3then
lock screen
hide grc "Cover"
go cd
"Terminal"
unlock screen with visual effect iris close
go this cd
endif
endif
end doubleClickList
5. Script for background button "Confirm Appointment" in doctor's
appointment diary:
on mouseDown
set the fillfore ofme to 246
end mouseDown
on mouseUp
set the fillfore ofme to 157
global Path, PName, SelectedTime,Deletion, Appointment
ifPath = 2 then
if cd fid SelectedTime contains PName then
ifDeletion = True then
put
"Booked" into cd fid SelectedTime
put PName&return after fid "PName List" of cd "PContainer"
put SelectedTime&return after fid "Appoint List" of cd "PContainer"
answer "Your new appointment isconfirmed."
visual effect iris close
go cd
"Terminal"
endif
ifDeletion = false then
answer "Reconfirm your
appointment?"
with
"No"
or
"Yes"
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ifitis"No"then
answer "Please cancel your previous appointment."
exitmouseUp
endif
ifitis"Yes"then
put
"Booked" into cd fid SelectedTime
answer "Your previous appointment is reconfirmed."
visual effect iris close
go cd
"Terminal"
endif
endif
else
findwhole PName
put the short name of the foundfield into Appointment
put
"Booked" into cd fid Appointment
put PName&return after fid "PName List" of cd "PContainer"
put Appointment&return after fid "Appoint List" of cd
"PContainer"
answer "Your appointment isconfirmed."
visual effect iris close
go cd
"Terminal"
endif
endif
ifPath = 1 then
findwhole PName
if the result is not empty then
answer "Please select appointment time
first"
exit mouseUp
else
put the short name of the foundfield into Appointment
put
"Booked" into cd fid Appointment
put PName&return after fid "PName
List"
of cd
"PContainer"
put Appointment&return after fid "Appoint
List"
of cd
"PContainer"
answer "Your appointment is
confirmed."
visual effect iris close
go cd
"Terminal"
endif
endif
endmouseUp
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6. Script for background button "Go Back" in doctor's appointment
diary:
on mouseDown
set the fillfore ofme to 246
endmouseDown
on mouseUp
set the fillfore ofme to 157
set the cursor to watch
global PName, SelectedTime, Path, Deletion
find PName in cd fid SelectedTime
if the result is not empty then
visual effect iris close
pop card
else
ifPath = l then
answer "You haven't confirmed yourappointment."
exit mouseUp
endif
ifPath = 2 then
ifDeletion = True then
answer "Please cancel or confirm the selected time."
exitmouseUp
endif
answer "Change the appointment time?" with "No" or "Yes"
if it = "No" then
put
"Booked" into cd fid SelectedTime
wait 5
visual effect iris close
pop card
endif
if it = "Yes" then
answer "Double click on time will cancel
appointment."
exitmouseUp
endif
endif
ifPath = 3then
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answer "Cancel your appointment?"with "No" or "Yes"
ifit = "No"then
put
"Booked" into cd fid SelectedTime
wait 5
visual effect iris close
pop card
endif
if it = "Yes" then
put empty into cd fid SelectedTime
find PName in cd fid "PName List"
put word 2 of the foundLine into LineNum
delete line LineNum of fid "PName List" of cd
"PContainer"
delete line LineNum of fid "Appoint List" of cd
"PContainer"
answer "Your appointment has beencancelled."
lock screen
hide grc "Cover"
pop card
unlock screen with visual effect iris close
go this card
endif
endif
endif
endmouseUp
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ShopnLink
1. Project script for project ShopnLink:
on startUp
editor full
end startUp
function ClickLine
put item 2 of the rect of the target into Top
put item 2 of the clickLoc into Y
if the style of the target is "scrolling" then
return (Y - Top + scroll of the target) div-i
(textHeight of the target) + 1
else
return (Y - Top) div (textHeight of the target) + 1
endif
end ClickLine
function TraceLine
put item 2 of the rect of the target into Top
put item 2 of the mouseLoc into Y
if the style of the target is "scrolling" then
return (Y - Top + scroll of the target) div.
(textHeight of the target) + 1
else
return (Y - Top) div (textHeight of the target) + 1
endif
end TraceLine
2. Window script for window "ShopnLink" of project ShopnLink:
on openWindow
play
"Opening"
global AddBonus, BonusTotal, BuyCounter, Total
put 0 into AddBonus
put 250 into BonusTotal
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put 0 into BuyCounter
put 0 into Total
end openWindow
on CompileShopList
global theList
put empty into theList
put number of lines in cd fid "ShoppingList" into Temp
repeat with x = 0 to Temp
add 1 to x
get line x of cd fid "ShoppingList"
if it is empty then put empty into it
else
global theList
put it&return after theList
endif
end repeat
end CompileShopList
on FlashStarBurst
repeat 3 times
set the fillfore of btn "StarBurst" to 226
wait 1
set the fillfore of btn "StarBurst" to 28
wait 1
end repeat
end FlashStarBurst
on BuyProduct
put line 1 of fid "Description" into Buy put name of product into
purchase list
put line 1 of cd fid "Price" into cost
put cost&return after cd fid "Cost" of cd
"Card2"
ofwd
"S_Account"
put return after cd fid "BonusCount" of cd
"Card2"
of wd
"S_Account"
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global Total, BuyCounter
add cost to Total
add 1 to BuyCounter
put ""&Buy&return after cd fid "Purchase" of wd "S_Account"
put BuyCounter into cd fid "Counter3" of wd "S_Account" -add to
items purchased
put Total into cd fid "Counter4" of wd "S_Account" -calculate total cost
end BuyProduct
on BuyBonusProduct
put line 1 of fid "Description" into Buy -put name of product into
purchase list
put line 1 of cd fid "Price" into cost
put cost&return after cd fid "Cost" of cd "Card2" of wd "S_Account"
global Total, BuyCounter, AddBonus, BonusTotal
add cost to Total
add 1 to BuyCounter
get word 1 of cd fid "Bonus" Evaluate Bonus Points, earn or pay
if it = "Add" then
put word 2 of cd fid
"Bonus" into temp
put "-"&temp&return after cd fid
"BonusCount"
of cd
"Card2"
of wd
"S_Account"
add temp to AddBonus
put AddBonus into cd fid
"Counter2"
of wd
"S_Account"
else
if it = "With" then
put word 2 of cd fid
"Bonus" into temp
put temp&return after cd fid
"BonusCount"
of cd
"Card2"
ofwd
"S_Account"
subtract temp from BonusTotal
put BonusTotal into cd fid "Counter
1"
of wd
"S_Account"
endif
endif
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put ""&Buy&return after cd fid "Purchase" of wd "S_Account"
put BuyCounter into cd fid "Counter3" of wd "S_Account" -add to
items purchased
put Total into cd fid "Counter4" of wd "S_Account" -calculate total cost
end BuyBonusProduct
on FromList
hide bkgnd grc "Choice3" of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc "GoBack" of bkgnd ID 1 13
show bkgnd grc "BackToList" of bkgnd ID 1 13
show bkgnd grc "NextltemOnList" of bkgnd ID 1 13
show bkgnd grc "Previousltem" of bkgnd ED 113
show bkgnd grc "Choice2" of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc "Choice3" of bkgnd ID 268
hide bkgnd grc "GoBack" of bkgnd ID 268
show bkgnd grc "BackToList" of bkgnd ID 268
show bkgnd grc "NextltemOnList" of bkgnd ID 268
show bkgnd grc "Previousltem" of bkgnd ID 268
show bkgnd grc "Choice2" of bkgnd ID 268
end FromList
on FromAlphabet
show bkgnd grc
"Choice3"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
show bkgnd grc
"GoBack"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc
"BackToList"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc
"NextltemOnList"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc
"Previousltem"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
hide bkgnd grc
"Choice2"
of bkgnd ID 1 13
show bkgnd grc
"Choice3"
of bkgnd ID 268
show bkgnd grc
"GoBack"
of bkgnd ID 268
hide bkgnd grc
"BackToList"
of bkgnd ID 268
hide bkgnd grc
"NextltemOnList"
of bkgnd ID 268
hide bkgnd grc
"Previousltem"
of bkgnd ID 268
hide bkgnd grc
"Choice2"
of bkgnd TD 268
end FromAlphabet
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on closeWindow
put empty into cd fid
"ShoppingList"
of cd
"2_ShoppingList"
hide cd fid "Purchase" of cd 1 ofwd "S_Account"
hide grc "Cancel.back" of cd 1 of wd "S_Account"
hide grc "Cancel.front" of cd 1 of wd "S_Account"
hide grc "Done.back" of cd 1 ofwd "S_Account"
hide grc "Done" of cd 1 of wd "S_Account"
show grc
"Hider"
of cd 1 of wd "S_Account"
end closeWindow
3. Card script for card "Saleltems 1" of project ShopnLink (to create
an animated marquee effect to introduce the sale items of the week):
on openCard
show grc "Marquee1"
show grc
"Marquee2"
show grc
"Marquee3"
show grc
"Marquee4"
repeat forever
show grc
"Marquee5"
show grc
"Marquee6"
hide grc
"Marqueel"
hide grc
"Marquee2"
show grc
"Marqueel"
show grc
"Marquee2"
hide grc
"Marquee3"
hide grc
"Marquee4"
show grc
"Marquee3"
show grc
"Marquee4"
hide grc
"Marquee5"
hide grc
"Marquee6"
if the mouseClick then exit repeat
end repeat
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ifmouseH() < 100 then send mouseUp to cd grc
"MainMenu"
ifmouseH() > 119 then send mouseUp to cd grc
"Message"
end opencard
on closeCard
lock screen
hide grc "Marqueel"
hide grc "Marquee2"
hide grc "Marquee3"
hide grc "Marquee4"
hide grc "Marquee5"
hide grc "Marquee6"
unlock screen
end closeCard
4. Object script for graphic
"SearchList"
of card
"2_ShoppingList"
of project ShopnLink (this searches the database for items specified
by user):
on mouseDown
set the fillfore of me to 25 1
play Click
end mouseDown
on mouseUp
get cd fid
"ShoppingList"
if it = empty then
play boing
answer "No products have been
set the fillFore of me to 256
exit mouseUp
else
push card
set the cursor to watch
lock screen
FromList
play Click
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CompileShopList
set the fillFore ofme to 256
global TotalinList, IndexNum, theList, selectedProduct
put number of lines in theList into TotalinList
put 1 into IndexNum
put line IndexNum of theList into selectedProduct
unlock screen
visual effect iris open
go cd selectedProduct
endif
end mouseUp
5. Object script for background field "Foundltems" of cards
"3_Browse.A" to "3_Browse.D" of project ShopnLink (this brings
user to a data card of the product which he/she selects):
on mouseWithin
put TraceLine() into LineNum
select line LineNum ofme
end mouseWithin
on mouseUp
set the cursor to watch
push card
put ClickLine () into LineNum
select line LineNum ofme
lock screen
FromAlphabet
global SelectedProduct
put selectedTextO into SelectedProduct
unlock screen with visual effect zoom open
go cd SelectedProduct
end mouseUp
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on mouseLeave
select empty
end mouseLeave
6. Object script for background graphic "Purchase" of all the product
data cards:
on mouseDown
set the fillfore of me to 251
play Click
end mouseDown
on mouseUp
get the visible of cd fid "Purchase" of cd 1 of wd "S_Account"
if it = false then
setWindow window 3 of this project
lock screen
show cd fid "Purchase" of cd 1 of wd
"S_Account"
show grc
"Cancel.back"
of cd 1 ofwd
"S_Account"
show grc
"Cancel.front"
of cd 1 of wd
"S_Account"
show grc
"Done.back"
of cd 1 of wd
"S_Account"
show grc
"Done"
of cd 1 ofwd
"S_Account"
hide grc "Hider" of cd 1 of wd
"S_Account"
unlock screen with visual effect wipe up slow
setWindow window 2 of this project
get the number of cd fids
if it = 1 then
BuyProduct
set the fillfore ofme to 256
play Click
else
if it = 2 then
BuyBonusProduct
set the fillfore ofme to 256
play Click
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endif
endif
else
get the number of cd fids
if it = 1 then
BuyProduct
set the fillfore ofme to 256
play Click
else
if it = 2 then
BuyBonusProduct
set the fillfore of me to 256
play Click
endif
endif
endif
end mouseUp
7. Object script for graphic "Cancel.front" (the "CANCEL ITEM"
button) of card "Cardl" ofwindow "SAccount" of project
ShopnLink:
on mouseUp
get the fillfore ofme
if it is 256 then answer "Please select an item to be cancelled."with
"OK"
if it is 160 then
answer "Delete selected item?" with "Cancel" or "Delete"
if it is "Cancel" then
send Deselect to cd fid
"Purchase"
set the fillFore ofme to 256
else
if it is "Delete" then
sendDeleteltem to cd fid
"Purchase"
global LineNum
put line LineNum of cd fid
"Cost"
of cd
"Card2" into Temp
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delete line LineNum of cd fid "Cost" of cd "Card2"
get line LineNum of cd fid "BonusCount" of cd "Card2"
if it is empty then delete line LineNum of cd fid
"BonusCount"
of cd
"Card2"
else
get char 1 of line LineNum of cd fid "BonusCount" of cd "Card2"
ifit = "-"then
put line LineNum of cd fid "BonusCount" of cd "Card2" into
Tempi
global AddBonus
add Tempi to AddBonus
put AddBonus into cd fid "Counter2" of cd "Cardl"
delete line LineNum of cd fid "BonusCount" of cd "card2"
else
put line LineNum of cd fid "BonusCount" of cd
"Card2" into
Tempi
global BonusTotal
add Tempi to BonusTotal
put BonusTotal into cd fid "Counter
1"
of cd
"Cardl"
delete line LineNum of cd fid
"BonusCount"
of cd
"card2"
endif
endif
endif
Global Total, BuyCounter
subtract Temp from Total
put Total into cd fid
"Counter4"
of cd
"Cardl"
subtract 1 from BuyCounter
put BuyCounter into cd fid
"Counter3"
of cd
"Cardl"
send Deselect to cd fid
"Purchase"
set the fillFore of me to 256
endif
endif
endmouseUp
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TeleLinkl
1. Object script for card field "ProgramList.F" of card "Listl" of
project TeleLinkl (clicking on a program name with an "*" will bring
user to the data card of the respective program):
on mouseWithin
put TraceLine() into LineNum
select line LineNum of me
end mouseWithin
on mouseUp
put ClickLine () into LineNum
select line LineNum ofme
get last char of selectedText()
ifito"*"then
answer "Please select an entry with
*."
exit mouseUp
endif
ifit = "*"then
push card
lock screen
put the selectedText into temp
get first word of temp
if it =
"Movie:"
then
delete first word of temp
delete last char of temp
go cd temp
unlock screen with visual effect zoom open
go this cd
else
delete last char of temp
go cd temp
unlock screen with visual effect zoom open
go this cd
endif
endif
endmouseUp
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2. Object script for card field "ChannelList" of card "List2" of
project TeleLinkl (when user selects a channel from this list, the
calendar of the week will show up):
on mouseWithin
put TraceLine() into LineNum
select line LineNum ofme
end mouseWithin
on mouseUp
put ClickLine() into LineNum
select line LineNum of me
get the selectedText
if it = "7 (ABC)" then
lock screen
global ChName
put selectedText() into ChName
show grc
"Calendar"
repeat with x = 332 to 338
show grc ID x
add 1 to x
end repeat
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
ifit = "10(NBC)"then
lock screen
global ChName
put selectedTextO into ChName
show grc
"Calendar"
repeat with x = 332 to 338
show grc ID x
add 1 to x
end repeat
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
end mouseUp
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3. Object script for graphic "Apr27" of card "List2" of project
TeleLinkl (when user clicks to select a day of the week, the
appropriate programs which are airing on that day on the selected
channel will show up):
on mouseUp
set the fillfore of me to 157
lock screen
global DatefD
if DatelD = empty then
put the short ID of me into DatelD
show grc
"ProgList.G"
show cd fid "ProgListF"
global ChName
get the short name ofme
put ChName&it into FldName
if ChName = "7 (ABC)" then
get cd fid FldName of cd "Datal"
put it into cd fid "ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
if ChName = "10 (NBC)" then
get cd fid FldName of cd "Data2"
put it into cd fid "ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
endif
ifDatelD = the short ID of me then
global ChName
get the short name of me
put ChName&it into FldName
if ChName = "7
(ABC)"
then
get cd fid FldName of cd "Datal
"
put it into cd fid
"ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
if ChName = "10
(NBC)"
then
get cd fid FldName of cd
"Data2"
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put it into cd fid "ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
else
set the fillfore of grc ID DatelD to 256
put the short ID ofme into DatelD
global ChName
get the short name of me
put ChName&it into FldName
if ChName = "7 (ABC)" then
get cd fid FldName of cd "Datal "
put it into cd fid "ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
if ChName = "10 (NBC)" then
get cd fid FldName of cd "Data2"
put it into cd fid "ProgListF"
unlock screen with visual effect Venetian blinds
endif
endif
endmouseUp
4. Object script for graphic "SelectHilite" (the "Hilight
all..." button
which is used to cause all programs of the same category to get
highlighted for easy reading) of card
"Chart"
of project TeleLinkl:
on mouseDown
set the fillfore ofme to 97
global PopOK
put
"false" into PopOK
get the mouseLoc
popup menu
"SelectHilite"
at it
end mouseDown
on mouseUp
global PopOK
if PopOK = false then
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answer "Hold down mouse to see options."with "I'll Try"
set the fillfore ofme to 256
endif
if PopOK = true then exit mouseUp
end mouseUp
5. Item script formenu item "Comedy" ofmenu "SelectHilite" of
project TeleLinkl:
on itemSelect
set the fillfore of grc
"SelectHilite"
to 256
show grc
"HiliteComedy"
hide grc "HiliteMovie"
global PopOK
put
"True" into PopOK
end itemSelect
6. Object script for button "Golden
Girls"
of card
"Chart"
of project
TeleLinkl (this script is the same for all invisible buttons which are
laid on top of programs in the program chart that have data cards):
on mouseUp
set the hilite of me to true
global IDSelect
if IDselect = empty then
put the short ID of me into IDSelect
set the fillfore of grc
"DataCd"
to 97
set the fillfore of grc
"Record"
to 97
exit mouseUp
endif
if IDselect = the short ID ofme then
set the fillfore of grc
"DataCd"
to 97
set the fillfore of grc
"Record"
to 97
exit mouseUp
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else
set the hilite of btn ID IDSelect to false
put the short ID ofme into IDSelect
set the fillfore of grc "DataCd" to 97
set the fillfore of grc "Record" to 97
endif
end mouseUp
7. Object script for graphic "DataCd" (the "More Information"
button) of card "Chart" of project TeleLinkl" (user first clicks on a
selected program and then clicks this button to get a data card of the
selected program):
on mouseUp
play
"Click"
get the fillfore ofme
if it = 256 then
answer "Please select a program first."
exit mouseup
endif
get the fillfore of grc
"Record"
if it = 97 then set the fillfore of grc
"Record"
to 256
push card
set the fillfore of me to 256
lock screen
global IDSelect
set the hilite of btn ID IDSelect to false
get the short name of btn ID IDSelect
go cd it
unlock screen with visual effect iris open
go this cd
end mouseUp
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8. Object script for graphic "Record" (the "Record Program" button)
of card "Chart" of project TeleLinkl" (user first clicks on a selected
program and then clicks this button to set the VCR to record the
selected program):
on mouseUp
play
"Click"
get the fillfore of me
if it = 256 then answer "Please select a program first"
if it = 97 then
get the fillfore of grc "DataCd"
if it = 97 then set the fillfore of grc "DataCd" to 256
answer "Program VCR to record selected
program?"
with
"Cancel"
or
"Yes"
if it = "Cancel" then
global IDSelect
set the hilite of btn ID IDSelect to false
play
"Click"
set the fillfore ofme to 256
exit mouseUp
endif
if it = "Yes" then
push cd
set the cursor to watch
lock screen
global IDSelect, SetVCR
set the hilite of btn ID IDSelect to false
get the short name of btn ED IDSelect
go cd it
get fid
"ShowDate"
put
it&"," into SetVCR
get fid
"StartTime"
put
it&","
after SetVCR
get fid
"StopTime"
put
it&","
after SetVCR
get last word of fid
"Channel"
put
it&","
after SetVCR
get fid
"ShowName"
put it after SetVCR
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go cd "VCR Record"
put item 1 of SetVCR&return after cd fid "Date"
put item 2 of SetVCR&return after cd fid "Start"
put item 3 of SetVCR&return after cd fid "Stop"
put item 4 of SetVCR&return after cd fid "Channel"
put item 5 of SetVCR&return after cd fid "Notes"
pop card
unlock screen
play
"Click"
set the fillfore ofme to 256
answer "VCR has been set to record thisprogram."
endif
endif
end mouseUp
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